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ABSTRACT

Tinnitus is the perception of a sound in the absence of a corresponding physical
stimulus. It is not clear yet what mechanisms are involved in tinnitus and how it starts
and/or becomes chronic. Due to the relationship between tinnitus and somatosen-
sory trauma/stimuli, the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN), a region known to integrate
somatosensory and auditory pathways, has been identified as a potential key struc-
ture in the generation of phantom sound perception. Here, we target specific neuronal
populations in the DCN to allow further investigation on how this region may contribute
to the generation of tinnitus signals that spread to other auditory areas. We examined
the expression of optogenetic proteins (Channelrhodopsin 2 - ChR2; and enhanced
Archaerhodopsin 3.0 - eArch3.0), targeting neurons expressing Calmoduline Kinase II
alpha (CaMKIIa) promoter in wild-type C57/Bl6 mice and neurons expressing nicotinic
acetylcholine receptor subunit alpha-2 promoter (ChRNA2) in ChRNA2-Cre transgenic
C57/Bl6 mice, using local virus injection, verified by fluorescence microscopy. Unit re-
sponses were differentiated based on their electrophysiological response to sound. We
then investigated if firing of neurons expressing optogenetic tools can be controlled in
vivo and if the same neurons also fire action potentials in response to precisely timed
sound stimulation. Both in vivo and preliminary in vitro data shows that neurons ex-
pressing ChR2 do respond to sound, and that they furthermore also can respond to
light stimulation with a stable and similar waveform. Moreover, in vivo data shows that
neurons expressing eArch3.0, responding to sound, will decrease their firing rate when
exposed to green light. Thereby showing that optogenetic tools can be used function-
ally in the DCN, it is possible to further test tinnitus theories by, for example, producing
an increased firing rate in the DCN, trying to mimic tinnitus; or inhibiting increased
spontaneous firing rate in the DCN of animals with noise-induced or salycilate-induced
tinnitus.
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1. Introduction

1.1 The Organization of the Auditory System

1.1.1 From the cochlea to the auditory nerve

The inner ear contains the cochlea and the vestibular system. The vestibular sys-

tem collects information about the movement of the head and its position. The cochlea,

the main organ for hearing, is a coiled tube, with three internal divisions (scala vestibuli,

scala media and scala tympani, see Figure 1.1. These spaces are filled with physiolog-

ical fluids, perilymph and endolymph. The scala vestibuli and scala tympani are filled

with perilymph, and the scala media is filled with endolymp, which has a higher K+

concentration, and this is related to the mechanisms of depolarization of the cochlea’s

hair cells. The upper spaces of the cochlea (scala vestibuli and scala media) are sep-

arated from the scala tympani by the basilar membrane. The organ of Corti rests on

this basilar membrane, in the scala media, and is covered by the tectorial membrane

(Schnupp et al., 2011).

Figure 1.1: Internal divisions of the cochlea. (Source: Bear et al., 2007, Figure 11.7)
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The mechanical energy of the air pressure wave that carries sound causes vibration

at the eardrum, making the three small ossicles of the middle ear (malleus, incus and

stapes) to vibrate, and subsequently cause a fluid movement in the endolymph, and

this energy is transduced into electrical energy by the organ of Corti. This organ con-

tains the hair cells that are divided in inner hair cells (IHC) and outer hair cells (OHC)

(Brown and Santos-Sacchi, 2008).

The OHC are more numerous than the IHC, and their function is to provide me-

chanical amplification, by contracting and stretching their stereocilia (a modified mi-

crovilli that projects from the cell apex), moving the tectorial membrane up (when it is

stretched) or down (when it is contracted). With a high level sound, OHC by mechan-

ically stretching (a phenomena called electromotility), moving the tectorial membrane

up and decreasing the amplitude of the vibration above the IHC; with a low level sound,

OHC contracts, moving the tectorial membrane down, increasing the amplitude of the

vibration above the IHC. OHC functional mechanisms are complex; their responses are

different for weak or strong sounds, and for simple sine wave or complex sound with

harmonics and formants (Schnupp et al., 2011).

The function of the IHC is to transform the acoustic waves of the sound into elec-

trical impulses in the brain. It forms an excitatory synaptic contact with neurons on

the spiral ganglion on the basal end; and the apical side contains stereocilia that vi-

brates (together with the endolymph) when a sound stimulates the cochlea. When

the stereocilia bends, on a specific position, it opens mechano-electrical transduction

(MET)-channels (Jia et al., 2007), and cations (mainly potassium and a small amounts

of calcium) enter into the cell, depolarizing it (Brown and Santos-Sacchi, 2008). MET-

channels respond very fast to the hair-bundle displacement and translate the move-

ment into a receptor potential, where a stronger stimulus creates a larger change in

potential. This efficient system also comes with a risk, where too strong stimuli (for

example very loud noise) can damage the IHC by physically breaking off stereocilia, or

fusing them together and impeding movement (Fitzpatrick, 2008), which will lead to a

irreparable loss of function.

The impulse generated is transmitted to the spiral ganglion cells, which make up

the auditory nerve. The nerve fibers that innervate the apex of the cochlea respond

better to low-frequency sounds and the nerve fibers that innervate the progressively

more basal region are more sensitive to high-frequency sounds. This spacial selectivity
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happens due to mechanical resistances of the basilar membrane and the perilymph

to the waves. Basically, the waves can travel in the cochlea by two paths: from the

oval window to the round window completely through the fluid; or to cross the basilar

membrane at some point, since it becames thinner from the base to the apex, offering

less resistance. Thus, The lower the frequency, the more energy the wave has to go

more apical points, crossing the membrane at an apical point of the basilar membrane;

and the higher the frequency of the sound, the less energy it has, crossing the basilar

membrane at a more basal point. This mechanical configuration creates a tonotopic

map, where depending on location of IHC within the cochlea there is gradient response

to high-low frequencies, and this arrangement is preserved on the major part of the

auditory central pathway (Schnupp et al., 2011; Brown and Santos-Sacchi, 2008).

1.1.2 The Auditory Brainstem

The auditory nerve enter in the cochlear nucleus and bifurcate, one branch to the

anteroventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN) and one to the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN)

passing through the posteroventral cochlear nucleus (PVCN). The ventral cochlear nu-

cleus (VCN) is specialized in temporal processing, and the DCN is specialized on pro-

cessing spectral contrasts (for example, differences between voices or music types), in

addition to somatosensory inputs from the skin (Schnupp et al., 2011).

The axons of the major part of the DCN cells project directly to inferior colliculus,

but axons of the VCN project to the superior olivary complex (SOC). The SOC receives

inputs from both ears and is responsible for processing the interaural difference, thus it

is important to localization of sound sources and spatial perception of the sound. The

output from the cochlear nuclei and the SOC travel along the lateral lemniscus to the

inferior colliculus (Fitzpatrick, 2008). SOC also provide efferent innervation of the hair

cells. The lateral olivocochlear neurons innervate the IHC region ipsilaterally, and the

medial olivocochlear neurons innervate the OHC bilaterally (Brown and Santos-Sacchi,

2008).

The inferior colliculus (IC) is subdivided in several nuclei. The major part of IC inputs

arrives on the central nucleus of the IC, and inputs from the cochlear nucleus interact

with the binaural input from the SOC (Brown and Santos-Sacchi, 2008). There is a

nucleus (nucleus of the brachium of the IC) that connects with the superior colliculus,

thus allowing the reflexive movements of the eyes and the head in response to an
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unexpected sound. The major part of the output of the IC connects to the medial

geniculate body, a nucleus in the thalamus (Schnupp et al., 2011).

1.1.3 Higher auditory regions

The medial geniculate body (MGB) receives inputs with spectral and temporal in-

formation, and process specific spectral and temporal combinations of sounds (Fitz-

patrick, 2008). The MGB receives a large input from the auditory cortex, and has out-

puts to the limbic system, controlling emotional and conditioned responses to sounds.

Thus, a cortical neuron response can be altered by conditioning (Schnupp et al., 2011;

Brown and Santos-Sacchi, 2008).

The primary auditory cortex is located on the superior temporal gyrus in the tem-

poral lobe, close to the hippocampus. It is important to communication and process-

ing specific combinations of natural sounds. There are secondary auditory regions

that are involved in pitch perception, necessary for vocal communication (Fitzpatrick,

2008). The auditory cortex interacts with many parts of the brain, and has been shown

to influence short-term memory and object recognizing, for example (Schnupp et al.,

2011).

In summary, it is important to have an understanding of the anatomy and the phys-

iology of the auditory system during correct auditory function to be able to further in-

vestigate abnormal neuronal characteristics in auditory disorders such as tinnitus per-

ception.

1.2 Tinnitus

Tinnitus is the perception of a phantom sound in the absence of a corresponding

physical stimulus. It is much investigated, as reviewed by Eggermont and Roberts (2004);

Roberts et al. (2010); Rauschecker et al. (2010); Kaltenbach (2011); Eggermont and

Roberts (2012); Kaltenbach and Manz (2012); Vanneste and De Ridder (2012). How-

ever, due to the wide variety of types and causes, it is not clear yet what are the mecha-

nisms involved and how exactly the disorder starts and/or becomes a chronic problem.

There are studies demonstrating the relation between noise-induced hearing loss and

an increased neural synchrony, excitability and spontaneous firing rate (e.g. Seki and

Eggermont, 2003; Yang et al., 2011; Manzoor et al., 2013), as triggered by for homeo-
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static plasticity, tonotopic reorganization of the auditory cortex, and then, tinnitus. One

problem with investigations of noise-induced tinnitus is the relation with noise-induced

hearing loss, making it difficult to state whether these effects are related to tinnitus or

to the hearing loss - or both, and at what level the initial dysregulation starts. An exam-

ple of complexity of auditory trauma was seen in a study in mice, demonstrating that

after a temporary noise-induced hearing loss there is full recovery of the cochlear func-

tions, while the ampltude of auditory brainstem responses (ABRs - local field potential

responses from areas in the brainstem to sound, that has specific absolute latencies

and interpeak latencies, exemplified on Figure 1.2) were not recovered to the pre-

exposure level (Kujawa and Liberman, 2009). The study found that OHCs do not loose

their function, but there are synaptic loss and neuronal degeneration on some auditory

fibers. In other words, a temporary noise-induced hearing loss can cause permanent

damage in the auditory nerve, without a permanent shift on hearing threshold.In pa-

tients with chronic tinnitus and hearing impairment a poorer frequency representation

on both hemispheres following recordings of 40-Hz auditory steady-state responses

have been seen and this might indicate an increase in synchronous firing of auditory

cortex neurons in tinnitus patients (Wienbruch et al., 2006).

Seki and Eggermont (2003) showed that mild hearing loss, even when there is no

detectable reorganization of the tonotopic map, can increase spontaneous activity in

the cat auditory cortex. Another study (Langers et al., 2012) demonstrated increased

spontaneous activity in the auditory cortex in a group of tinnitus patients (Including

both patients without hearing loss and with a mild hearing loss). fMRI data acquired

from these tinnitus patients did not show any tonotopic reorganization, suggesting that

tinnitus does not cause (or, does not need) tonotopic reorganization.

Limbic structures are probably involved on tinnitus perception. The hippocampus,

which can mediate some emotions and memories, was excessively activated on tinni-

tus patients, suggesting a relation between tinnitus and the limbic system (Lockwood et

al., 1998). Several nuclei within the limbic system have been shown to have the capa-

bility to inhibit neurons within the thalamus that are related to the sound signal (Mühlau

et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2009). Also, alteration in the auditory system alone may not be

sufficient to cause tinnitus, as there are numerous patients with sensorineural hearing

loss and no tinnitus, and non-auditory factors that can modulate tinnitus perception, as

modelled by (Rauschecker et al., 2010).
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Figure 1.2: A representative example of a human auditory brainstem response (ABR) wave-
form. The wave I is the response of the auditory nerve; wave II - auditory nerve (central part);
the wave III - cochlear nucleus; wave IV - superior olivary complex; and wave V - inferior col-
liculus. Other waves correspond to thalamical and cortical structures. SLR - short latency
response; MLR - medium latency response; LLR - long latency response. (Association and
others, 1988).

Tinnitus treatments like acoustic therapy are designed to keep patient’s attention

away from the tinnitus perception, based on the auditory system’s ability to manipulate

the loudness of the sound, decreasing the signal’s level when the background noise’s

level is increased. Cognitive behavioral therapy and pharmacotherapy acts to eliminate

the patient’s negative emotional reaction to tinnitus (Kaltenbach and Manz, 2012). To

understand tinnitus cellular mechanisms will make possible the development of treat-

ments focused on the abnormal neuronal activity, rather than emotional reaction and

other symptoms related to tinnitus. A treatment focused on the cause can be more

efficient than one focused on the symptoms, or complement it.
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1.3 Cellular properties of the DCN

1.3.1 Neuronal connections of the dorsal cochlear nucleus

The DCN is a layered structure and is usually divided into three layers: molecular

layer (ML), fusiform cell layer (FCL) and deep layer (DL). Cells of the DCN receives

excitatory input from the auditory nerve, tonotopically organized, and has several local

connections (Oertel and Young, 2004). The fusiform cells (also referred to as pyramidal

cells of the DCN) receive input from the auditory nerve. The output of the DCN is mainly

from the fusiform cells but also from giant cells, which both project to the IC (Willott,

2001). DCN output from fusiform cells can be inhibited locally by tuberculoventral

cells, cartwheel cells, Golgi cells and stellate cells (see Figure 1.3). Fusiform cells

can furthermore be excited by granule cells and inhibited by projections from D-stellate

cells of the VCN. The granule cells relay somatosensory input, or input associated to

the sensory system, to the fusiform cells from several regions of the brain (for example,

dorsal column nuclei, vestibular periphery and pontine nuclei) and thus makes the

first connection between auditory and somatosensory signals in the brain (Oertel and

Young, 2004).

Figure 1.3: Connections between cells of the DCN. (Source: Oertel and Young, 2004, Fig. 1)
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Cells in the CN have different response types. First, Young et al. (1988) showed

chopper, onset and primarylike responses recorded in the VCN, and Parham and

Kim (1992) found pauser and chopper responses in the DCN of cats. The pauser

type is characteristic of fusiform cells, while chopper responses are typical of stellate

cells. The onset and primarylike responses are characteristic of cells that has a tight

synaptic coupling, thus, the firing response of those cells is similar to the firing of their

input, typical of bushy cells present in the VCN (reviewed by Schnupp et al., 2011, see

figure 1.4). However, Parham et al. (2000) found chopper, pauser and onset responses

in the DCN of mice, although there is no mention to what cells in the DCN would the

onset firing be related. This response in the DCN is probably not originated by bushy

cells in the VCN, since they do not project to DCN, but to SOC (Smith et al., 1993).

Figure 1.4: Firing patterns of cells in the CN. Here, three subtypes of onset and two subtypes
of chopper and primarylike responses are shown. Pri = primarylike; Pri-N = primarylike-N;
Chop-S = chopper-S; Chop-T - chopper-t; OnC,L,I = onsetC,L,I (from Schnupp et al., 2011).

1.3.2 Plasticity of the Dorsal Cochlear Nucleus in tinnitus

The DCN fusiform cells tuned to frequencies of tinnitus perception shows signs of

increased spontaneous activity, as reviewed by (Baizer et al., 2012); and bursting neu-
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rons, supposedly cartwheel cells, increase their sensitivity to carbachol, suggesting

an increased excitability (Chang et al., 2002). One study has shown that unilateral

cochlear damage can alter the distribution of vesicular glutamate transporters (VGlut1

and VGlut2) in the cochlear nucleus. VGlut1 can be used as a marker for auditory nerve

fibers, thereby being related to the auditory input, and Zeng et al showed a decrease in

VGlut1 labeling in the cochlear nucleus (ML, FCL, DL, AVCN and PVCN). VGlut2 im-

munoreactivity is related to the somatosensory input, and was on the contrary shown to

be increased in the cochlear nucleus following cochlear deafening (Zeng et al., 2009).

From this data one can speculate that excitatory auditory connections are decreased

and excitatory non-auditory connections are increased in the CN after unilateral hear-

ing loss. Also, probably due to the somatosensory input in the DCN, somatosensory

stimuli can modulate tinnitus in some patients, related to the multimodal activity of the

DCN (Baizer et al., 2012). Another study (Wei et al., 2010) demonstrated that sali-

cylate, a known tinnitus-inducing drug, decreases the spontaneous firing rate of the

fusiform cells.

1.3.3 The cochlear nucleus rely on a balance of excitation and in-

hibition

As reviewed by Kaltenbach and Manz (2012), noise-induced hearing loss can cause

degeneration of axonal input to the VCN. Between 24-32 weeks after a damaging noise

exposure there is a full recovery of excitatory axons to the PVCN, but not of the in-

hibitory axons, that showed only a partial recover (Kim et al., 2004). Thus, there can

be a gain on excitation in the VCN following the noise trauma, and this can be involved

in increased excitation on upper auditory nuclei. These alterations may be a compen-

sation to the decrease in the signal input, due to the hearing loss. The balance between

excitation and inhibition is essential for system functionality, and a disturbance on this

balance (increased excitation and decreased inhibition, for example) is thought to be

one of the main causes of tinnitus (Kaltenbach and Manz, 2012).
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1.4 Optogenetics as a tool for increasing or decreas-

ing neuronal firing

Optogenetics is a neural modulation technique that allows researchers to observe

and control electrical and biochemical events in genetically targeted neurons, in vitro

and in vivo. The development of this technique was possible due to advances on opti-

cal technology and on genetic targeting of proteins (Deisseroth et al., 2006). Expres-

sion of genes that encode light-activated proteins in neurons can allow for a specific,

millisecond-scale control of neuronal activity (Boyden et al., 2005; Nagel et al., 2003).

The most common choice for activating a neuron, by making it fire action potentials,

is inducing the expression of Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) in the membrane of target

neurons. ChR2 is a light-activated cation-selective ion channel, from the alga Chlamy-

domonas reinhardtii, which can depolarize cells by passive inward cation conductance,

mainly Na+. It desensitizes after continuous illumination, returning to a stationary level.

The desensitization can be caused by a switch to a different conducting state, or by in-

activation of some ChR2 molecules. The recovery from this inactive state is related

to protonation of the extracellular side, and is influenced by 1) the membrane poten-

tial, where recovery is faster in negative than in positive voltage; and 2) pH, where the

recovery is slower in higher pH (7.4) then in lower pH (5.5) (Nagel et al., 2003).

The same authors (Nagel et al., 2003) suggested two different models of the photo-

cycle mechanisms (Figure 1.5). A three-state model, where the channels change from

initial closed state (C) to open state (O) in 0.2ms, then to a closed desensitized state

(D) in 20ms, and finally recover from desensitization and return to initial stage (C) in 2s

(or 60ms with a light-activated desensitization process); and a four-state model, with

two closed states, two open states and a transition in the dark to the initial state. These

models were tested later by Nikolic et al. (2006; 2009), and both could reproduce the

evoked responses of ChR2. However, the three-state model cannot fully explain the

decreases in current; the decrease is faster on the model than observed in the experi-

ments. The four-state model can explain these results by having two open states (O1

and O2), the first more conductive than the second, and two closed states. Thus, when

the channel in dark (C1) is illuminated, it changes to O1, then to O2 (less conductive),

and decays to C2. Thermally, this state converts to C1, and the channel is able to

respond again. The different states of ChR2 have lead researchers to often pulse the
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light they use to stimulate ChR2 (as using certain frequencies of light stimulation) to

avoid for ChR2 going in to the closed state after prolonged light stimulation.

Figure 1.5: Simplified photocycle of ChR2. (a) Three state model and (b) four-state model.
(Modified from Nikolic et al., 2009, Fig. 1).

A common optogenetic tool to inhibit firing of targeted neurons is based on the

bacteriorhodopsins from Halorubrum sodomense, which is an outward proton pump

that have activation peaks near 561nm (yellow-green light), as reviewed by Chow et

al. (2012). This tool, named Arch, can produce hyperpolarizing currents up to 900pA,

being capable of reducting 97.1% in basal firing rate for a time interval in magnitude

of minutes (Chow et al., 2010). To achieve a stronger inhibition, Arch was modi-

fied by Mattis et al. (2012) and renamed eArch3.0. The modified version is fused

with enhanced Yellow Fluorescence Protein (eYFP) and a protein trafficking sequence

was added in order to avoid aggregation of the protein in the endoplasmic reticulum.

eArch3.0 showed better membrane localization and produced even stronger photocur-

rents than Arch (Mattis et al., 2012).

There are several strategies avaliable in order to target specific groups of cells.

A new strategy to target specific cell populations is using local virus injection, which

viral construct would contain a specific promoter (a DNA segment that starts the tran-

scription of a gene) specifically expressed in a cell population of interest and the opsin

genetic code (Chow et al., 2012). The Ca2+ calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II

(CaMKII) promoter is known, and CaMKII is a protein that is activated by increase in

intracellular Ca2+ concentration in many neurons. It is more concentrated in the brain
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than in the other many tissues it is present, and is involved with regulation of various

physiological processes (Yamauchi, 2005). Specifically, the CaMKII expression in the

DCN of rats was demonstrated by Ochiishi et al. (1998) showing different expresion of

the two isoforms, alpha (CaMKIIa) and beta (CaMKIIb) along the DCN. Neurons ex-

pressing CaMKIIa were concentrated in the superficial layers of DCN (ML and FCL),

while neurons expressing CaMKIIb were found in the deep layer. Since the cellular

properties of the superficial layers and the deep layer are different, it may be possible

to use CaMKIIa as a promoter for expressing ChR2 and Arch on specific cell popula-

tions of the ML and FCL also in mice.

Using the Allen Mouse Brain atlas and Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas (avali-

able from http://mouse.brain-map.org and http://connectivity.brain-map.org, see Lein

et al., 2007 and Oh et al., 2014, respectively) we identified cells projecting to IC and

several possible markers to specific cell populations in the CN of mice (figure 1.6). Pro-

jecting cells were identified using a retrograde tracer injected in the IC, and can be seen

in green in 1.6A. Corroborant with findings in the rat (Ochiishi et al., 1998), CaMKIIa

targets the FCL and some cells of the DL in mice (1.6B). Cerebellin-2 and cerebellin-4

(Cbln2 and Cbln4, respectively) are from a subfamily of proteins predominantly ex-

pressed in the cerebellum, involved in synaptic regulation and plasticity (Yuzaki, 2008).

In agreement with some findings in rats showing specific expression of cerebellin in

cartwheel cells (although no reference to a specific subtype of cerebellin was made)

in the DCN (Mugnaini and Morgan, 1987), figure 1.6C shows expression of Cbln2 in

some cells in FCL. Also, 1.6D shows a homogeneous expression of Cbln4 along the

VCN and no expression in the DCN. Glutamate decarboxylase 2 (GAD2), an enzyme

that is important in the production of GABA from glutamate decarboxylation, target

cells homogeneously in the DCN and in the borders of the VCN (1.6E). Parvalbumin

is a calcium-binding protein that, different from findings in rats and guinea pigs that

shows specific expression in some cells of the ML (Spatz, 1997), is homogeneously

expressed along the CN of mice (1.6F). VGlut1 and VGlut2 are vesicular glutamate

transporters, and target mainly excitatory cells. They showed different staining in the

CN, the VGlut1 targeting more strongly the FCL and some cells in the DL of the DCN,

and the ventral portion of the VCN (1.6G); and VGlut2 targeting the FCL in the DCN,

and the VCN homogeneously (1.6H). Viaat is a vesicular inhibitory amino acid trans-

porter that transports GABA and glycine to synaptic vesicles (Dumoulin et al., 1999).
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Viaat staining can be observed only in DCN, and not in VCN (1.6I). The staining for VG-

lut1, VGlut2 and Viaat are corroborant with a study by Ito et al. (2011) in Long-evans

rat and Swiss-Webster mice.

Another popular strategy is the use of animals expressing Cre recombinase after

a neuronal or cell population specific promoter, in which a viral construct would con-

tain a Cre-dependent (loxed or flanked by lox sites; floxed) opsin (Chow et al., 2012)

thereby using the cre/lox system (Sauer, 1998) for targeted expression of optogenetic

genes. When using a "floxed opsin", the viral construct containing the opsin genetic

code is inverted and flanked by one or two different lox sites on either side, that, in the

presence of Cre (cells carrying the promoter allowing for expression of the enzime Cre

recominase) it is inverted back to the correct direction for DNA translation. This system

allows specific expression of opsins only in Cre-positive cells.

In summary, neuronal firing can be controlled by optogenetic tools. ChR2 can re-

spond very fast to a blue light pulse, conduct sufficient photocurrent to make the neuron

surpass the spiking threshold and close after the end of the light pulse, allowing the

neuron to repolarize. The use of light pulses, instead of sustained light, can help the

recovery process from desensitization, so it is possible to have a more precise control

of neuronal excitability. eArch3.0 can conduct a large and stable photocurrent to safely

inhibit spontaneous or evoked activity, with minimal desensitization, providing long-

term inhibition (Mattis et al., 2012). As originally demonstrated by Zhang et al. (2007),

bidirectional control of neuronal activity is possible using a halorhodopsin (a photosen-

sitive chloride pump used for hyperpolarization of neurons, similar function as Arch)

and ChR2. Thus, the same specific population of cells can be excited or inhibited, and

the effects of an alteration on excitation/inhibition balance of a neuronal network can

be observed.

Concluding, it is possible to investigate cellular-level and specific cell populations

details of pathologies associated to excitation/inhibition imbalance, and this could lead

to modifications on actual treatments or even to new approaches for treatments on

pathologies like tinnitus. It is important to any treatment to correct the factor causing

the pathology, not merely act against symptoms. If all these effects (increased excita-

tion, spontaneous firing rate, neural synchrony, decreased inhibition, tonotopic reorga-

nization, alterations in homeostatic plasticity) begin on the peripheral system and the

lower central auditory nuclei, which then affect the ascending areas, it is important to
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Figure 1.6: Genetic markers for cell populations in the CN. Coronal sections of the brainstem
of mice showing staining in the CN for different neuronal markers, all figures oriented lateral
right and dorsal up. A) Fusiform cells and giant cells in FCL and DL of the DCN are labeled by
a retrograde marker (viral hSyn-GFP) injected in the inferior colliculus, thus targetting cells in
the CN projecting to IC. B) CaMKIIa staining can be observed mostly in the DCN, strong in the
fusiform cell layer and weak in the deep layer, but not in the molecular layer. C) Cbln2 staining
is weak in the CN, if present. D) Cbln4 staining can be observed in the VCN, homogeneously,
but not in the DCN. E) GAD2 seems to mark some cells in homogeneously in the DCN and
in the dorsolateral VCN. F) Parv staining can be observed homogeneously along the CN, with
no clear difference between DCN and VCN. G) VGlut1 staining is strong in FCL and also mark
cells in the DL of the DCN. Also in the ventromedial VCN some regions are strongly labeled,
while smaller points can be observed in the ventrolateral VCN. H) VGlut2 staining seems to be
specific to the FCL in the DCN, with some expression in the DL and a homogeneous expression
along the VCN. I) Viaat expression can be observed homogeneously in the DCN, and there
seems to be no expression in the VCN. CaMKIIa = Calmoduline Kinase 2 alpha; Cbln2 =
Cerebellin 2; Cbln4 = Cerebellin 4; GAD2 = Glutamate decarboxylase 2; Parv = Parvalbumin;
VGlut1 = Vesicular glutamate transporter 1; VGlut2 = Vesicular glutamate transporter 2; Viaat
= Vesicular inhibitory amino acid transporter. Image in A) from Oh et al. (2014), scale bar =
80µm; and images in B)~I) from Lein et al. (2007), scale bar = 120µm.
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understand the mechanisms on the very beginning of the pathway. Thus, maybe ma-

nipulating neurons in the DCN can avoid many modifications in the ascending areas,

and tinnitus could be prevented.
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2. Aims

2.1 General aims

This study aims to analyze the expression of ChR2 and eArch3.0 in neurons of

specific cell populations in the dorsal cochlear nucleus of mice. These tools can be

further used to test tinnitus theories, by manipulating the firing of these cell populations.

2.2 Specific aims

- Validate the expression of CaMKIIa-ChR2 and CaMKIIa-eArch3.0 on specific cell

populations of DCN in mice;

- Validate the expression of DIO-ChR2 in specific cell populations of VCN in ChRNA2-

Cre transgenic mice;

- Evaluate the response of neurons to appropriate wavelength light.
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3. Methods

3.1 Animals

Young adult (1~2 months old) C57Bl/6J mice were used for all experiments except

the ones using DIO-ChR2 virus. For these, C57Bl/6J mice expressing Cre recom-

binase after the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor subunit alpha-2 promoter (ChRNA2,

Leão et al., 2012) were used. All animal procedures were approved by the Ethical Com-

mittee in Use of Animals from the Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte (CEUA -

protocol number 013/2012).

3.2 Virus injection

Mice were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal (i.p) injection of atropine at 0,16

mg/kg, followed by ketamine-xylazine combination at 100/10 mg/kg five minutes later.

When necessary, ketamine at 160 mg/kg was applied during surgery. Initially, some

animals were anesthetized using isoflurane inhalation (5% for 40 seconds to induce

and 1~1.5% during surgery to maintain anesthesia). The mouse was next mounted

into a stereotaxic device while resting on a heating block (37oC). The virus of interest

(see Table 3.1) carrying genes for optically activated proteins (channelrhodopsins and

archaerhodopsins) was next loaded using a Chemyx NanoJet infusion pump and a

10µl Hamilton syringe with removable needle. Before virus infusion, 3µl of saline was

withdrawn and 1µl of air, to create a visible boarder to ensure that the virus solution

(1.5µl) will be successfully withdrawn into the syringe.

Povidone-iodine 10% was applied onto the skin of the animal’s head, to avoid infec-

tions. Lidocaine hydrochloride 3% was applied on the skin, and a straight incision was

made. After the incision, hydrogen peroxide 3% was applied onto the exposed skull to

remove the connective tissue and to allow a clear visualization of the skull’s sutures.
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Then, a small mark was made at -6.1mm anteroposterior (AP) and 2.3mm mediolateral

(ML) (coordinates of the DCN, according to Paxinos and Franklin, 2004), and a small

hole was carefully drilled in this point of the skull.

Virus Label

AAV2/9.hSyn.hChR2(H134R)-eYFP-WPRE-hGH hSyn-ChR2

rAAV2/CamKIIa-hChR2(C128S-D156A)-eYFP CaMKIIa-ChR2

AAV2/9.EF1a.DIO.hChR2(H134)-eYFP-WPRE-hGH DIO-ChR2

rAAV5/CamKIIa-eArch3.0-eYFP CaMKIIa-eArch3.0

Table 3.1: Virus injections. rAAV- recombinant Adeno-Associated Viral vector; hSyn – human
Synapsin promoter; WPRE – Woodchuck Hepatitis Virus (WHP) Posttranscriptional Regulatory
Element; hGH – human Growth Hormone; EF1a - Elongation Factor 1 alpha; DIO - double
floxed inverse open reading frame.

The aliquoted virus of interest was kept at -20o and, after drilling the hole in the

skull, it was rapidly thawed and withdrawn at 1.5 µl/min using the syringe pump. Then,

a very small quantity was pushed out to verify that the virus had been withdrawn (by

the presence of a tiny drop in the tip of the needle). The needle was slowly inserted

into the brain to a depth of 4.3mm dorsoventral (DV), and 0.75µl of virus was infused at

0.15µl/min. When finished, the needle was kept in the DV coordinate for five minutes to

allow for the virus to fully diffuse, and then was retracted to 3.8mm DV, where 0.75µl of

virus was again infused at 0.15µl/min. After the second infusion, the needle was kept

in place for 10 minutes, to allow for a complete diffusion into the target area, and was

then slowly removed. For animals with bilateral injections, the same procedure was

used bilaterally.

Following injection(s) the skin was sewed back together, lidocaine hydrochloride

3% was applied over the suture and 150~200µl of saline was injected subdermal in

the animal’s neck for rehydration. The animals were monitored for 20~30 minutes after

surgery to make sure animals recovered fully from anesthesia.
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3.3 Electrophysiology

3.3.1 in vitro

Coronal slices were obtained from transgenic ChRNA2-Cre DIO-ChR2-eYFP in-

jected mice. The animals were perfused with glycerol-based artificial cerebrospinal

fluid (GACSF: 250mM glycerol, 2.5mM KCl, 1.25mM NaH2PO4, 26mM NaHCO3, 10mM

glucose, 2mM MgCl2 and 2mM CaCl2; adapted from Ye et al., 2006), and the brains

were dissected in 50% GACSF + 50% ACSF (120mM NaCl, 25mM NaHCO3, 11mM

glucose, 2.5mM KCl, 1mM NaH2PO4, 1mM MgCl2 and 2.5mM CaCl2). Slices were kept

in ACSF bubbling with a carbogenic mixture (95% O2 and 5% CO2) for one hour. Cell

responses upon channelrhodopsin activation were analyzed using whole-cell patch

clamp technique on slices containing the DCN in collaboration with Richardson Leão.

Data was analyzed on WinWCP (John Dempster, University of Strathclyde 1996-2013).

Blue light pulses were used (produced using MatLab) to generate action potentials in

current clamp mode. A 488nm LED was used as light source.

3.3.2 in vivo

Auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) and cell responses upon ChR2 and eArch3.0

activation in wild-type CaMKIIa-ChR2 and CaMKIIa-eArch3.0 injected mice; and in

transgenic ChRNA2-Cre DIO-ChR2 injected mice were measured using a 16 channels

NeuroNexus silicon probe (5mm, 50µm between recording sites, 177mm2 area of each

recording site) and two tungsten wires of 25µm, connected to an RHA2000 INTAN

Evaluation Board, recording at 25KHz sampling rate. Responses were recorded using

RHA2000 Interface INTAN Software, and all data were analyzed in MatLab. The sound

stimulus was generated in MatLab, using a National Instruments data acquisition board

NI USB 6215 to deliver the stimulus to a B52 RC455 sound board with a Selenium

ST400 Trio speaker. The light stimulus was generated using a 473nm laser (for ChR2)

and a 532nm laser (for eArch3.0), controlled by an Arduino Uno. The INTAN Board

receives transistor-transistor logic (TTL) markers from Arduino (light) and from National

Instruments board (sound).

The animal was fixed in a stereotaxic frame, the skin was opened and hydrogen

peroxide 3% was applied in the skull in order to achieve a clear visualization of the
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Figure 3.1: In vivo electrophysiological recordings approach. A) and B) shows the probe
position (red bar) and the optic fiber position (blue bar) in an atlas image (from Paxinos and
Franklin, 2004) and in a coronal slice of the brainstem of a representative mouse stained by
DAPI. C) Photo of a representative animal ready to be recorded, showing the position of the
probe, the optic fiber, the tungsten wires (clipped using alligators) and the screw welded to a
silver wire. D) We used four different stimulation approaches: sound only, using 3ms sound
pulse and 97ms of silence; blue light only, using 10ms light pulse and 90ms of silence; sound +
green light, using the same sound stimulation delayed 4ms, and green light on during all pulses;
and sound + blue light, using the same stimulation for sound and blue light, but sound pulses
are delayed 4ms, in a way that the sound pulse is presented enveloped by the light pulse.

skull sutures. Next, five small holes were drilled: at AP=-6.1mm ML=-2.3mm (left

DCN, at DV=4.3, for the silicon probe); at AP=-6.1mm ML=2mm, inclined 45o (also

left DCN, at DV=6.0, for the optic fiber); at AP=-4.5mm ML=2mm and -2mm (for the

tungsten wires, put in subdural space); and at AP=-2mm ML=1mm (for the reference,

a steel microscrew with a silver wire welded). The coating of the tungsten wires and of

the silver wire of the reference were removed in the portion where they were clipped

outside the head, using alligators. Then, the wires and the screw were fixed in the

skull using Polymethyl methacrylate. The 16 channel probe was manipulated such
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as two slots in the INTAN connector (1 and 16) were used for the tungsten reference

wires, and the remaining 14 channels were used for data collection. The silver wire

was connected in the headstage reference (coupled to the headstage ground). The

silicon probe was dipped into a fluorescent dye used to mark neuronal membranes;

1,1’-dioctadecyl-3,3,3’,3’-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiI, Invitrogen) for

10 minutes before the procedure. The light intensity was tested before each experi-

ment, and the optic fiber was then inserted into the brain usind a micromanipulator,

and lastly, the probe was inserted into the brain. Figure 3.1A~C show the probe and

fiber position scheme and a photo of the animal ready to be recorded. The recordings

were made with the probe at DV=3.5mm, 4.0mm, 4.3mm and 4.5mm.

The blue light and the green light stimulus had 5~10mW/mm2 of intensity, with

wavelength of 473nm (blue) and 532nm (green). For the sound stimulation a 80dB

narrow-band noise was used, containing all frequencies from 5~15KHz. Four differ-

ent approaches were used: sound-only, in which the animals were stimulated with 5

blocks of 200 sound stimulus (one stimulus containing a 3ms sound pulse and 97ms

or 147ms silence, generating 10Hz or 6Hz stimulation, duty cycles of 0.03 and 0.02,

respectively) and 5s of silence between blocks; blue light-only, in which the animals

were stimulated with 5 blocks of 200 light stimulus (one stimulus containing 10ms light

on and 90ms light off, generating 10Hz light stimulation, duty cycle of 0.1) and 5s of

silence between blocks; sound + blue light, in which the animals were stimulated with

5 blocks of 200 stimulus (one stimulus containing 10ms light on and 90ms light off,

and simultaneously 4ms silence, 3ms sound pulse and 93ms silence, generating 10Hz

stimulation with the sound pulse presented while the blue light is on) with 5s of silence

between blocks; and sound + green light, in which the animals were stimulated us-

ing the sound only approach, but with the green light on during blocks. Figure 3.1D

summarizes the stimulation approaches used.

The sound stimulation varied in the first experiments (10Hz or 6Hz stimulation) to

test different ABRs. We observed that using a 10Hz stimulation we cannot reliably

detect waves II and IV (responses from central auditory nerve and superior olivary

complex, respectively), but we could record clear waves I, III and V (responses from

the peripheral auditory nerve, cochlear nucleus and inferior colliculus, respectively).

In other hand, using 6Hz stimulation made possible to observe waves I~V, but the re-

sponse was not stable (low signal/noise ratio and large variability between recordings,
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sometimes from the same animal). Experiments using the sound + blue light and sound

+ green light were done using 10Hz sound stimulation.

3.4 Histological evaluation

Animals were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine combination at 150/15 mg/kg.

Then, the animal was fixed in a polystyrine plate, and a horizontal incision was made

in the skin at the level of the diaphragm. The thoracic cavity was open by cutting the

ribs laterally and the sternal medially. A 30G needle was put inside the left ventricle,

pumping cold PBS and an incision was made in the right atrium to allow for out-flow.

In total, 20~30mL of cold PBS followed by 20~30 mL of fixative (4% paraformaldehyde

in 0.1 M phosphate buffer; pH 7.4) was used. Then, the brain was dissected and

stored in paraformaldehyde over night. For free-floating vibratome sections the brain

was stored in PBS before slicing; and for cryostat sections, the brain was kept in PBS

with 30% sucrose until dehydrated (visualized by the brain sinking to the bottom of the

solution), and frozen using isopentane at -60o. Sections 120µm thick of the brainstem,

containing the DCN, were collected on glass slides and kept dark until examination

of fluorescent expression by neurons. Cell nuclei were stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-

phenylindole (DAPI), that binds to DNA. ChR2 or eArch3.0 were visualized by detection

of genetically expressed eYFP. Neuronal identity was verified using known histological

descriptions of morphology and cellular location (reviewed by Oertel and Young, 2004).

3.5 Acquisition of images

Images of the slices were collected using Zeiss Observer Z1 fluorescence mi-

croscope and Zeiss Examiner Z1 confocal microscope. The objectives N-Achroplan

05x/0.15; N-Achroplan 10x/0.25; Plan-Apochromat 20x/0.8; and Plan-Neochromat 40x/0.75

were used. Images were evaluated using AxioVision and Zen software, respectively.

3.6 Data analysis

The analysis of all in vivo recordings data were done in collaboration with Dr.

Richardson Leão, using MatLab routines. For ABRs, waves were prepared using

raw traces and sound TTLs to plot the mean of all responses, in a time window of
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12ms. For unit responses, a bandpass filter (300Hz to 3000Hz) was applied, and then

channels were visually inspected in order to select channels containing spikes. After,

spikes in the channels selected were detected and clusterized using Wave Clus soft-

ware (Quiroga et al., 2004) configured to detect negative peaks, and a second visual

inspection was performed to remove artifacts from further analysis. Then, Peristimulus

time histograms were calculated using the clustered data and the TTLs for sound and

light, using a time window of 50ms or 300ms after the stimulus.
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4. Results

Expression and function of ChR2 and eArch3.0 controlled by different promoters

were studied in the DCN of 1~2-months-old C57/Bl6 mice.

4.1 Local expression of ChR2 in the CN

Initially we used a non-specific neuronal promoter, the human Synapsin (hSyn) pro-

moter, to verify if ChR2 can be expressed in neurons of the CN nonspecifically. Brains

of hSyn-ChR2 injected (unilateral injection and 4 weeks of post injection to allow for

adequate protein expression) wild-type mice (n = 8 animals) were sliced and location

of fluorescence in the tissue was evaluated, based on the standard landmarks of the

DCN. The slices showed a non-specific expression of ChR2 (figure 4.1) around the

injection spot (the dorsomedial DCN). The figure 4.1A shows part of a brainstem slice

stained with DAPI, to demonstrate the DCN location in the brainstem and its three lay-

ers. In figure 4.1B, the expression of ChR2 controlled by the hSyn promoter was not

only targeting the DCN but also showed diffusion into the VCN and other more medial

structures.

Preliminary data has indicated that the ChRNA2-Cre mouse shows cell population

specific expression in the VCN, likely being T-stellate cells and bushy cells (M. Hilscher

and R. Leao preliminary data). Also, Fujino and Oertel (2001) shows that T-stellate cells

are excited by cholinergic agonists, while D-stellate cells are not. Therefore, in theory

it is possible to generate excitatory signal to the DCN by light stimulation in the VCN. In

order to target T-stellate cells and bushy cells in the VCN, transgenic ChRNA2-Cre mice

were injected with DIO-ChR2 virus in the VCN region. Figure 4.2 shows the expression

of ChR2 in DIO-ChR2 unilaterally injected ChRNA2-Cre transgenic mouse; and the

expression of tdTomato-lox reporter, generated by crossing heterozygous ChRNA2-

Cre mice with homozygous Tomato mice (Leão et al., 2012). In figure 4.2A, the cell
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Figure 4.1: Non-specific expression of ChR2 in the brainstem using hSyn as promoter. A)
Coronal section of the brainstem showing the cochlear nucleus stained by DAPI. It is possible
to observe the three layers in the DCN (arrows). The ML have mostly fibers, thus little DAPI
labeling. The FCL is strongly stained by dense cell bodies. Finally, the DL has a large variety of
cells as shown by DAPI. B) Coronal section of the brainstem of a hSyn-ChR2 injected mouse
showing that expression, as expected, is generalized. It is not possible to distinguish between
DCN layers, since all neurons near the injection spot (arrow) are targeted. ML = molecular
layer; FCL= fusiform cell layer; DL = deep layer. Scale bars: 200µm, lateral left and dorsal up.

bodies of the VCN are labelled, and fibers projecting to the DCN, the Lateral superior

olive (LSO) and the Medial nucleus of the Trapezoid body (MNTB, parts of the SOC,

figure 4.2B) are also labelled. Note that figures 4.2C-D are not from the same animal as

was virus injected (figures 4.2A-B), also that the genetic expression of Tomato shows

bilateral projections to the SOC (figure 4.2D). The virus expression shows a similarity

between ChR2-eYFP and Tomato expression (figure 4.2C and figure 4.2D), especially

seen by the strong labeling of ChR2-eYFP in the Lateral Superior Olive, shown as a

clear S-like structure (figure 4.2B). It is possible to observe part of the pathway from

the VCN to ipsilateral DCN (figure 4.2A) and ipsilateral LSO, and then to contralateral

MNTB (figure 4.2B).

CaMKIIa-ChR2 expression was more specific than hSyn-ChR2 expression. CaMKIIa-

ChR2-eYFP was mainly detected around the injection locus, and only in particular cells
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Figure 4.2: ChR2 expression in the VCN using Cre-dependent ChR2. A) Coronal section of
the brainstem showing specific ChR2 expression in neurons of the VCN, CN outlined. The cell
bodies are labeled in the VCN (green dots) and fiber projections to the next auditory areas
can be observed. B) Another, sequential transverse slice of the brainstem of the same animal
of A), showing the ipsilateral LSO (outlined) and the contralateral MNTB targeted by the virus
injection in the VCN. C) and D) are equivalent pictures of A) and B), respectively, of a transgenic
ChRNA2-Tomato mouse. In this animal, all ChRNA2 expressing cells are targeted in red. As
expected, the expression of ChR2 and Tomato are similar. Scale bars: 500µm, lateral left and
dorsal up.

in this area. Also, CaMKIIa-ChR2-eYFP labeling was expressed well in the cell mem-

brane, compared to hSyn-ChR2-eYFP that showed more evenly somatic expression

(figure 4.1B). Figure 4.3 shows the expression of CaMKIIa-ChR2 in the DCN (layers

separated by dashed lines, figure 4.3A), with a strong expression in the FCL. Addition-

ally, some cells in the DL were targeted. Figure 4.3B shows cells strongly expressing

ChR2-eYFP in the membrane (arrows). Figure 4.3C is the same region as figure 4.3B,

taken as a z-stack and collapsed, in order to show projections. It is possible to observe

that ChR2-eYFP were located along the membrane.

In order to verify if ChR2 is functional, in vitro experiments were performed in col-

laboration with Dr. Richardson Leão, in which ChRNA2-cre mice were sacrificed by de-

capitation and transcardially perfused with GACSF and the brains were sliced in 50%

GACSF + 50% ACSF solution. Slices containing the DCN were incubated in ACSF
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Figure 4.3: Specific ChR2 expression in the DCN using CaMKIIa as promoter. Confocal im-
ages of coronal sections of the brainstem of CaMKIIa-ChR2 injected animals, showing ChR2
expression in neurons of the DCN. A) Specific expression of ChR2 in the neurons of the FCL
and a small group of neurons in the deep layer. Fusiform cells and cartweel cells are expected
to be the main targeted cell types. B) Higher-magnitude image showing neurons in the FCL
and DL (red arrows). ChR2 protein is located mainly in the cell membrane, and a Z-Stack of
the same region (C) showed cell projections labeled. EYFP in green. ML = molecular layer;
FCL = fusiform cell layer; DL = deep layer. Scale bars: 100µm (A) and 50µm (B and C), lateral
left and dorsal up.

oxigenated in a carbogenic mixture for 1h, then, cells expressing ChR2-eYFP were

identified by their fluorescence and bushy cells in AVCN were patched in whole-cell

current-clamp mode (n = 3 animals). For light stimulation, the microscope fluorescence

blue LED (488nm) was used. Preliminary data from three cells patched indicates that

light stimulation can produce increase in firing rate in bushy cells expressing ChR2-

eYFP (figure 4.4).

4.2 ChR2 expression generates light-induced firing of

DCN neurons in vivo

Next, in vivo recordings were performed to measure extracellular activity of neu-

rons expressing ChR2 in the DCN (n = 5 animals, of which 3 are CaMKIIa-ChR2 and

2 are DIO-ChR2 injected animals). Figure 4.5A shows in the left panel the schematic

location of the probe and of the optic fiber during the recording. The right panel shows

a slice of the brainstem of a CaMKIIa-ChR2 injected animal, which ChR2-eYFP ex-

pression specifically in the DCN and the probe location visualized using a fluorescent

dye (DiI), in which the tip was dipped in, before lowered into the brain. Sections of the

inferior colliculus were also collected, to examine if ChR2-eYFP labeled efferent fibers

were visible in this area, and thereby indicating that fusiform and/or giant cells were
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Figure 4.4: ChR2-expressing neurons response to light stimulation in vitro. A) a bushy cell
(red arow) from AVCN expressing ChR2-eYFP in a brainstem slice, before being patched.
Scale bar: 15µm. B) Cell firing recorded in current-clamp mode in response to continuous light
stimulation and pulsed light stimulation (blue bars).

expressing channelrhodopsin. Images of the IC showed fluorescently labelled fibers

that must have their origin in cells targeted by the virus in the DCN (figure 4.5B). As we

are interested in artificially modulating responses of excitatory and/or inhibitory neu-

rons of the DCN to disrupt abnormal firing in future models of tinnitus, it is important to

first establish whether light-induced firing is similar to sound-induced action potentials.

As sound-induced responses requires an intact auditory system in animals in vivo, we

aimed to record extracellular unit responses in anesthetized animals exposed to sound

(narrow band white noise, 5~15KHZ, 80dB, 10Hz or 6Hz stimulation frequency, duty

cycle - the proportion between on and off in an alternating stimulation - of 0.03 or 0.02,

respectively) and subsequently or simultaneously stimulate the DCN with blue light

(473nm, 5~8 mW/mm2, 10Hz stimulation frequency, duty cycle of 0.1). Five animals

were used in this experimental set up and we could successfully record unit responses

generated both by sound and by light in 4 animals, and usually ~5 channels of the 16

channel electrode (14 active channels, due to the two tungsten wires used for ABR

recordings) generated adequate unit responses. Figures 4.5C~E show representative

unit responses to sound, while figures 4.5F~H refers to unit responses to blue light.

Figure 4.5C and F are showing part of the raw data, where spikes following the stim-

ulus (sound and light, respectively) onset can be observed. Figures 4.5D and G are
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showing a representative waveform of all spikes (red and blue, respectively) and the

mean waveform (black) in response to sound and light stimulation, respectively. The

similarity between the waveforms indicates that the same type of unit is responding to

sound and to light. Figures 4.5E and H show peristimulus histograms for sound and

light stimulation, respectively. The sound stimulation was repeated every 150ms, and

neurons responding to sound can be seen by the peaks in the histogram (figure 4.5E),

while light stimulation was repeated every 100ms (figure 4.5H). In general, sponta-

neous firing was seen in all unit recordings, and light stimulation would only generate

a moderate increase in firing, although time-locked to light stimulus, indicating that a

smaller population of neurons were responding to light, compared to a larger popula-

tion being excited by sound stimulation.

Since we aim to target cells that responds to sound, a way to verify if the virus

is targeting cells responding to sound is to try to inhibit firing in response to sound

with previous light stimulation. Since the neurons would be in refractory period, the

firing rate is expected to be decreased in response to sound. For this experiments,

the sound+light approach was used, in which the stimulus contains a 10ms 473nm

light pulse followed by 90ms light off, and simultaneously 4ms of silence, followed by

3ms of sound pulse (80dB, 5~15KHz white noise) and 93ms of silence. This way, the

sound stimulus occurs during light stimulation, thus the response of neurons to sound

is expected to be decreased. Figure 4.6 shows peristimulus histograms of a represen-

tative unit in response to sound (4.6A), light (4.6B) and sound+light (4.6C) stimulation,

where an increase in firing rate is indicated by the peaks in histograms for sound and

light stimulation. Interestingly, the response to sound in sound+light stimulation was

decreased in the onset of the sound stimulus. 4.6D~4.6F show the spikes waveform in

response to sound (4.6D), light (4.6E) and sound+light (4.6F) stimulation.

Since the VCN provides inhibitory and excitatory input to the DCN, we wanted to

evaluate the response of neurons in the DCN to light stimulation in the VCN. Next we

analyzed extracellular activity of neurons in the DCN that receives input from neurons

expression ChRNA2 (with origin in the VCN), using ChRNA2-cre mice that had re-

ceived unilateral injections of DIO-ChR2 into the VCN (n = 2 animals). Figure 4.7A

shows specific ChR2-eYFP expression in the VCN and deep layer of the DCN; and the

probe location outlined using DiI (yellow). The raw traces were similar to the traces

produced by sound and light stimulation in CaMKIIa-ChR2 injected mice (as shown
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Figure 4.5: CaMKIIa-ChR2-expressing neurons responses to sound and light stimulation in
vivo. A) Left panel, schematic location of the probe (in red) and of the optic fiber (in blue) during
recordings. Right panel, coronal section of the brainstem of a CaMKIIa-ChR2 injected mouse
showing expression of ChR2-eYFP (green) and the probe location is outlined using DiI (red).
Outlines showing structures were modified from Paxinos and Franklin (2004). Fiber projections
to IC can be observed (B), showing cells projecting to IC (outlined) targeted by virus. Scale
bars: 200µm, lateral left and dorsal up. C) and F) Partial raw traces of cells response to sound
stimulation (free-field pointed to left ear, 6.6Hz, duty ratio of 0.02) and blue light (unilaterally in
the DCN area, 10Hz, duty ratio of 0.1), respectively. D) and G) Spikes waveform in response
to sound and light stimulation, respectively. The similarity shows that a same unit can respond
to sound and light stimulation. E) and H) Peristimulus histograms showing spike firing rate per
milliseconds. An increase in firing rate each 150ms for sound stimulation (E) and each 100ms
for light stimulation (H) can be observed.
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Figure 4.6: ChR2-expressing neurons decrease response to sound onset when previously
stimulated by blue light. A)~C) Peristimulus histograms showing spike firing rate per millisec-
onds in response to light (A), sound (B) and sound+blue light (C). An increase in firing rate
can be observed each 100ms for light (A) and sound (B) stimulation, while a decrease in firing
rate in the sound+blue light stimulation onset (C) can be observed. D)~F) Spikes waveform in
response to light (D), sound (E) and sound+blue light (F) stimulation. The similarity indicates
that the same unit can respond to sound and to light stimulation. Blue rectangles represent
light pulse, and red rectangles represent sound pulse.

in figure 4.5C and F). Figures 4.7D~G show peristimulus histograms of two units for

sound (figures 4.7D and F) and light (figures 4.7E and G) stimulation, where an in-

crease in firing rate can be observed in response to both light and sound stimulation.

Interestingly, the neurons in the DCN responds more efficiently to light stimulation in

the VCN, and one of the units did not respond to sound stimulation (figure 4.7F and

G). The spike waveform of the units responding to sound and light are shown in figures

4.7B and C, where 4.7B responds to both sound and light and 4.7C responds only to

light.

4.3 eArch3.0 can decrease neuronal firings in the CN

in vivo

As abnormalities in the auditory system have shown increased activity or increased

synchronous firing at several levels it is important to implement tools that allows for si-

lencing of aberrant neuronal firing. Here, we have performed experiments with eArch3.0
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Figure 4.7: ChRNA2-Cre/ChR2-expressing neurons responses for sound and light stimulation
in vivo. A) Coronal section of the brainstem of a DIO-ChR2 injected ChRNA2-Cre transgenic
mouse showing ChR2-eYFP expression (green) and the probe location in yellow (DiI + YFP
crosstalk). Scale bar: 200µm, lateral left and dorsal up. B) and C) Spikes waveform in response
to sound and light stimulation, respectively. The two units presented are different, and respond
differently to stimulation (D~G). The first unit (B) increase the firing rate in response to sound(D)
and light(E), while the second unit (C) does not respond to sound stimulation (F) but responds
to light stimulation (G).
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Figure 4.8: CaMKIIa-eArch3.0-expressing neurons responses to sound stimulation and light
inhibition in vivo. A) and D) Partial raw traces in response to sound stimulation (A) and sound
stimulation + light inhibition (D). The high similarity between the spike waveforms shows that
the same units are responding to sound and being inhibited by light (B and E, respectively).C)
and F) Peristimulus histograms showing an increase in firing rate under sound stimulation (C),
and that increased firing due to sound stimulation can be abolished under light inhibition.

to measure extracellular activity of neurons expressing the inhibitory tool upon green

light exposure in vivo (figure 4.8). To be able to investigate if neuronal silencing would

affect neurons normally responding to sound we first stimulated anesthetized animals

with sound similar to previous experiments in channelrhodopsin expressing animals

(narrow band white noise, 5~15KHZ, 80dB, 10Hz stimulation frequency, duty cycle of

0.03). 4.8A and D show part of the raw traces, where spikes in response to sound and

sound+light exposure, respectively, can be observed. The light could not completely

abolish unit responses, although the number of spikes elicited by sound decreased to

the basal firing level with continuous green (532nm) light on during sound stimulation

(figure 4.8D). The peristimulus histograms for sound and sound+light exposure (figures

4.8C and F, respectively) show that neurons firing under sound stimulation (shown as

peaks in the peristimulus histogram every 100ms) are not present when the same
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the response to light between all animals used for in vivo record-
ings. A)~C) Comparison between the three CaMKIIa-ChR2 injected mice, one peristimulus
histogram for each animal. All animals showed an increase in firing rate upon blue light stim-
ulation. D) and E) Comparison between the two DIO-ChR2 injected mice, one peristimulus
histogram for each animal. As the CaMKIIa-ChR2 injected mice, DIO-ChR2 animals showed
an increase in firing rate under light stimulation. F)~I) Comparison between CaMKIIa-eArch3.0
injected mice, two peristimulus histograms for each animal (the left referring to sound, and the
right, to sound+light).All animals showed a decrease in firing produced by sound under light
exposure.
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Figure 4.10: Different unit firing patterns recorded. Representative unit recordings of a chopper
cell (A), an onset cell (B), a pauser cell (C), a primarylike cell (D), and an example of a non-
categorized unit response (E).

stimulus is given together with green light. Figures 4.8B and E are showing the spike

waveforms, demonstrating that similar units can respond to sound and be inhibited by

green light.

4.4 ChR2 and eArch3.0 can reliably control neuronal

activity in the CN

In summary, three CaMKIIa-ChR2, two DIO-ChR2 and three CaMKIIa-ChR2 in-

jected animals were used for in vivo extracellular recordings. One of the CaMKIIa-

eArch3.0 injected animals showed no response to sound (no spikes were detected in

response to sound stimulation), and could not be used for further analysis. In figure

4.9 we can see peristimulus histograms of all animals in response to light exposure.

The peristimulus histograms of CaMKIIa-ChR2 (4.9A~C) and DIO-ChR2 (4.9D and E)
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Sound only Light only Sound and light

Chopper 8 0 1

Onset 25 0 1

Pauser 8 1 4

Primarylike 6 0 1

Non-categorized 8 5 0

Total 55 6 7

Table 4.1: Cell firing patterns in the CN of CaMKIIa-ChR2 injected animals.

injected animals show that, for all animals, cell units that respond to sound stimulation

could be stimulated by blue light exposure. Inversely, as expected, the peristimulus his-

tograms of CaMKIIa-eArch3.0 injected animals showed that, for all animals, cell units

responding to sound (4.9F and H) could be inhibited by green light exposure (4.9G and

I).

Sound only Light only Sound and light

Chopper 0 1 1

Onset 1 5 3

Pauser 7 0 0

Primarylike 0 2 0

Non-categorized 0 5 5

Total 8 13 9

Table 4.2: Cell firing patterns in the CN of DIO-ChR2 injected animals.

Of all units which evoked response was recorded (n = 98), 16.3% responded to

both sound and light, 19.3% responded only to light and 64.2% responded only to

sound (tables 4.1, for CaMKIIa-ChR2 injected animals; and 4.2, for DIO-ChR2 injected

ChRNA2-Cre animals). Units responses were categorized in chopper, onset, pauser,

primarylike and non-categorized, and a representative unit of each type can be seen
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in figure 4.10. Most units responding to both sound and light were of type pauser

for CaMKIIa-ChR2, suggesting that fusiform cells are the majority of cells targeted by

CaMKIIa-ChR2 that responds to sound. For DIO-ChR2 injected animals, since the light

stimulation was applied in the VCN and the recording was made in DCN, no pauser-

type cell firing was detected using light stimulation, as expected.

Figure 4.11: ABRs recordings in response to sound. The traces show the mean of 1000
repetitions (5 blocks of 200 repetitions) of free-field sound stimulation. Black traces shows
responses from the right channel and red traces shows responses from the left channel for a
representative CaMKIIa-ChR2 (A), DIO-ChR2 (B) or CaMKIIa-eArch3.0 (C) injected animals.
The wave V can be observed in all traces (arrows), indicating that the animal could hear the
frequencies of the stimulus at the intensity tested.

Since the response to light and sound are evaluated, it is important to verify if the

animals can actually hear the sound stimulus. Otherwise, in case of no response de-

tected to sound stimulation, it would be impossible to ensure that the cells are not re-

sponding because the targeted cell does not respond to sound; or because the animal

is not hearing the stimulus. In order to evaluate the activation of auditory areas in the

brainstem, ABRs were recorded together with the extracellular cell recording. Due to

the large offset produced by light during ABR recordings, only recordings where sound-

only stimulation was used were included in this analysis. Figure 4.11 shows clear ABR

peaks I, III and V for representative CaMKIIa-ChR2 (4.11A), DIO-ChR2 (4.11B) and

CaMKIIa-eArch3.0 (4.11C) injected animals. Clearly, the main auditory areas of the in-

jected animals are responding to sound stimulation (5~15KHz white noise, 80dB, 10Hz

stimulation frequency, duty cycle of 0.03, presented with the speaker on the left side of

the head of the animal, pointing to the left ear), indicating that the animal was able to

hear the frequencies contained in the stimulus at the intensity tested.
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5. Discussion

This study demonstrate that optogenetic proteins can be expressed in neurons that

responds to sound in the dorsal cochlear nucleus of mice and that the activity of these

neurons can be controlled in vivo using light. Specifically, we tested the expression of

two types of channelrhodopsins, one with a general neuronal promoter and one using

the CaMKIIa promoter, which is often used for targeting excitatory neuronal populations

of other structures (Huang et al., 2014, in primary visual cortex; Land et al., 2014, in

medial basolateral amygdala; Tønnesen et al., 2009, in the hippocampus; Paz et al.,

2013, in the ventrobasal thalamus; among others). Then, for neuronal silencing we

functionally tested Arch3.0 with the same promoter (CamKIIa). This is the first study

using Arch3.0 in the auditory brainstem, and specifically in the DCN.

Our results are consistent with recent studies of activation of the auditory pathway

by optogenetic stimulation (Shimano et al., 2013; Apostolides and Trussell, 2013a and

2013b; Hernandez et al., 2014; Darrow et al., 2015; Hight et al., 2015). First, Shimano

et al. (2013) showed expression of both Chop (ChR2 fused to GFP) and halorhodopsin

following viral injections in the DCN of the rat, using synthetic promoters to target all

cells (cytomegalovirus - CMV, or CMV enhancer fused to the chicken beta-actin pro-

moter – CAG, respectively) (Shimano et al., 2013). Following cerebellar aspiration,

the light source placed directly above the DCN and using a 16 channel electrode for

unit recordings in the DCN they could show the opsins to be functional even after 18

months of expression (Shimano et al., 2013). Next, Hernandez et al. (2014) has shown

that it is feasible to excite spiral ganglion cells in both rats and mice, using different

ways of delivering channelrhodopsin genes. In mice they take advantage of trans-

genic ChR2-mice or wild type mice that has undergone in uterus injections of CatCh

(calcium translocating channelrhodopsin; slightly faster and more light sensitive than

ChR2) under the human Synapsin promoter into the otocyst (Hernandez et al., 2014).

In the case of ChR2 transgenic mice, Hernandez et al. (2014) report light stimulation
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of the SGN to generate functional ABRs although the viral injected mice (nSyn-CatCh)

requires less laser power to activate than the ChR2 transgenic mice. A recent study

by Hight et al. (2015) compare expression of ChR2 and Chronos (a ChR2-variant with

faster kinetics, Klapoetke et al., 2014) in the cochlear nucleus of mice using the gen-

eral CAG promoter to guide opsin expression (Hight et al., 2015). Hight et al. (2015)

perform a surgical exposure of the cochlear nucleus before injection of virus in nor-

mal hearing adult mice and then wait 4-8 weeks for appropriate expression of opsins.

Thereafter they again perform surgery (cerebellar aspiration) to stimulate the cochlear

nucleus with light and record response in the contralateral IC after craniotomy (Hight et

al., 2015). Another recent study in mice also uses cerebellar aspiration during surgery

to make sure to target the DCN specifically, with AAV virus carrying the CAG-ChR2

gene (Darrow et al., 2015). Thereafter they light stimulate directly above the DCN,

following surgical exposure of the area, and record unit responses in the IC comparing

spike rates between two ChR2 versions (Darrow et al., 2015).

Here, in this master project, we instead target the cochlear nucleus of mice using

precise stereotaxic coordinate injections, damaging the skull as minimum as possible

by carefully drilling small holes, and keeping the cerebellum in place. This will cause

minimal additional alteration to the nervous system, and it also allows us to target

adult mice directly, thereby avoiding tedious surgeries for exposing the DCN or such

as in uterus injections (a procedure where the viral construct is directly injected into

the mouse otocyst through the uterus, and which Hernandez et al. (2014) state that

38% of injected animals still failed to express genes of interest). Another advantage

of precise injections of adequate amounts of viral vectors (instead of using transgenic

ChR2 mice for example that may have a lower expression) is the strong expression

of ChR2 we see in membrane and neuritis only in the target area. Furthermore, this

work is also the first to use direct insertion of fiber optics, to reach and light stimulate

the DCN in mice, compared to other studies requiring profound surgery to access the

CN. Our direct, and high precision approach minimizes again the overall damage to

the nervous system and makes it possible to use low levels of light (5~8mW/mm2) to

excite auditory pathways.

In this study we first tested ChR2 expression using the neuronal promoter hSyn,

which generates a strong expression of ChR2-eYFP in the target area and surround-

ing areas. Although hSyn could provide anatomic specificity (one could inject hSyn-
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ChR2 in IC, and this would infect cells projecting to IC, including DCN), we wanted to

increase precision by using a more specific neuronal promoter. Our choice of CaMKIIa

was firstly based on a immunology study of the rat DCN where Ochiishi et al. (1998)

show CaMKIIa expression in the DCN to be layer specific; the alpha subunit is more

expressed in the superficial layers (ML and FCL) while the beta subunit form of CaMKII

is more prevalent in the deeper layer(s) (Ochiishi et al., 1998). Secondly, using stan-

dard online tools as the Allen brain atlas, using in situ hybridization techniques, shows

the mouse DCN expressing CaMKIIa mainly in the FCL, with some cells in other layers

being targeted as well (Lein et al., 2007 - Genome-wide atlas of gene expression in the

adult mouse brain). Importantly, the Allen brain atlas shows little expression of CaMKIIa

mRNA in areas surrounding the DCN, thereby suggesting it to be more specific than

using the hSyn promoter for virus deliver, where we have observed that viral injections

often diffuse to more medial areas (see YFP expression medial to the DCN in figure

4.1B, targeting for example the dorsomedial spinal trigeminal nucleus, that processes

information about deep/crude touch, pain, and temperature from the ipsilateral face;

and the alpha parvicellular reticular nucleus, important in the regulation of exhalation)

and/or those medial areas are targets of somatosensory circuits in the DCN area.

Here, we found that the FCL is strongly labeled by CaMKIIa-eYFP, but cells ex-

pressing CaMKIIa in the deep layer are also labeled, in which among them there are

supposedly giant cells, based on the morphology (the soma and projections are large

among the surrounding cells - Zhang and Oertel, 1993). Furthermore, our in vivo data

support the hypothesis of not only fusiform cells being labeled, since there are cells

that responded to light but not to sound stimulation. Therefore, CaMKIIa may not be

a cell type specific promoter in the DCN, but it could still be useful for excitation of

the inferior colliculus. Three recent papers, by the same authors have used several

transgenic animals expressing other promoters to target more specific populations of

neurons in the DCN (Apostolides and Trussell; 2013a, 2013b and 2014). Targeting

neurons expressing the glycine transporter GlyT2, they use GlyT2-cre mice and AVV-

FLEX-rev-ChR2-tdTomato constructs to stimulate activity of inhibitory neurons of the

DCN (Apostolides and Trussell, 2013a). In the two other studies the same authors use

transgenic mice with the promoter of the vesicular glutamate transporter 2 (VGlut2)

fused with ChR2-YFP to target fusiform cells, to study local connectivity in the DCN

(Apostolides and Trussell; 2013b and 2014), as fusiform and giant cells have been
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shown to exclusively express VGlut2 but not VGlut1 (Ito and Oliver, 2012). Here, we

have instead evaluated a new transgenic animal, the Chrna2-cre mouse (Leão et al.,

2012; Wootz et al., 2013; Perry et al., 2015) for neuronal population specificity in the

auditory brainstem. We found that local injections of DIO-ChR2-eYFP into the cochlear

nucleus would label principal cells of the VCN (stellate cells and bushy cells based on

projection patterns). This shows that this mouse might be valuable for several different

projects dependent on the circuitry of interest (for example tinnitus pathology or sound

localization).

To verify the functionality of our opsin expression we based the methodology on

the pioneering study of applying optogenetic tools in the auditory system by Shimano

et al. (2013), in which they evaluated responses of cells expressing ChR2 in the DCN

to both light and sound stimulation in rats. They used 0.1~25KHz, 200ms broadband

noise (which includes 3 octaves of low frequencies to which rats have a high hearing

threshold, see Borg, 1982), at 2Hz (2 pulses per second). Here, in order to decrease

stimulus arctifacts and to get a better resolution of the ABR peaks I, III and V, we used

5 30KHz, 3ms noise at 6Hz and 10Hz (as explained by Association and others, 1988).

As stimulation approaches, Shimano et al. (2013) stimulated neurons using light only,

or sound-light-sound stimulation. With these approaches, it is possible to verify if cells

in DCN are responding to light or to sound; however, it is not possible to assure that

the neurons responding to sound and to light are the same units. Here, we used light-

only, sound-only or sound+light stimulation. This way, we can evaluate the response

of neurons: to sound stimulation; to light stimulation; and to sound stimulation, consid-

ering that the neurons responding to sound would be in refractory period due to light

activation. Although the difference between the peristimulus-time histograms showed

in figure 4.6A and B (that can be explained by the fact that light stimulation of DCN cells

locally lead to a firing pattern that is different from sound stimulation, which activates

several other circuits like SGNs and VCN cells), this last approach would prove that the

neurons responding to sound are definitely expressing ChR2-eYFP, as shown in figure

4.6. Although the activation of inhibitory cells is a probability, if this was the case, prob-

ably it would not be possible to observe the "bumps" in the histogram, typical of pauser

responses, in figure 4.6C, since this response is generated by sound stimulation in

fusiform cells.

As previously mentioned, several studies evaluate channelrhodopsin functionality
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using unit recordings at different locations of the auditory system (Shimano et al., 2013;

Hernandez et al., 2014; Darrow et al., 2015; Hight et al., 2015). Neuronal activity in

the cochlear nucleus evoked by optogenetic activation of SGN was shown by cell unit

responses by Hernandez et al. (2014). Based on the approach used for recording (a

glass microelectrode placed where the spiral ganglion neurons enters the CN, 1mm

deep), one cannot speculate if the responses recorded are from the DCN or VCN, but

since blue light stimulation would excite spiral ganglion neurons, one can assume that

only neurons responding to sound would be the ones responding to light. Since the

auditory nerve is activated by light, responses of cells in the DCN would probably be

different than direct stimulation of the output cells of the DCN, since the auditory nerve

will also activate cells in the VCN. Thus, the response evoked by light stimulation in

the auditory nerve and recorded in the DCN would be a response already affected

by a complex excitation/inhibition balance between D-stellate (VCN), T-stellate (VCN),

fusiform (DCN) and giant (DCN) cells, as it should be for sound input (as reviewed by

Needham and Paolini, 2006). In this study, we looked for a way to specifically control

the output of the DCN, and a first step is to make sure ChR2 expression generates

increased firing of neurons, and that eArch3.0 expression can lead to a decrease in

unit activity in the DCN. Furthermore, it is important to distinguish that the same neuron

responding to sound is also capable of being stimulated by light. Interestingly we found

that it was possible to isolate units that responded to both sound and light, but also,

units that only responded to light stimuli. This artificial activation of many neurons,

also neurons not normally responding to sound, might be a way to simulate the overall

increase in activity seen in the DCN of animals showing behavioral signs of tinnitus

(Manzoor et al., 2013).

As mentioned, Darrow et al. (2015) used CAG-ChR2-GFP injection in the CN and

record unit responses in the IC, and could show that response to sound and light stim-

ulation of the CN were similar Darrow et al. (2015). Probably, circuits not related to

sound are being activated by light stimulation, since the promoter targets all cells;

however, the response to sound and light stimulation is similar because the IC deals

primarily with sound information. They also made an interesting experiment showing

that the synchronization index (the amount of responses to stimulation of a retrograde

area) for light stimulation above 33Hz decreases, due to limits of ChR2 kinetics. Then,

Hight et al. (2015) showed that Chronos would be more suitable to auditory-related ex-
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periments, since it can provide a higher synchronization index up to 224Hz stimulation.

These last results were confirmed by Guo et al. (2015), showing Chronos to faithfully

generate spikes at high stimulation rates, although the faster kinetics did not translate

into behavioral advantages. Also, fusiform cells can show increased firing rate up to

150 spikes per second in animals with noise-induced tinnitus (Brozoski et al., 2002).

Taken together, we realize that we might need to implement faster versions of ChR2

variants in our experiments if we wish to generate very high artificial activity in the

auditory system, starting at the DCN.

The only study using inhibitory optogenetic tools in the auditory system, besides

this one, is the work from Shimano et al. (2013). They showed CAG-Halorhodopsin-

mCherry expression in the DCN, but no data regarding to recording of neuronal activity

under light inhibition was shown. Since it was previously shown that eArch3 has better

expression along the membrane (Mattis et al., 2012), here we used CaMKIIa-eArch3.0-

eYFP to inhibit neuronal firing, as shown in figure 4.8. Here we found it interesting that

eArch3.0 stimulation with green light did not abolish firing completely, but could de-

crease firing rate. More so, if unit responses showed an increase in firing rate due to

sound stimulation, this increase could be abolished with eArch3.0 activity. This can

indicate that maybe the presynaptic terminal of the cell recorded is inhibited, which

would explain the presence of the basal firing and abolishment of evoked activity. Also,

it can indicate that the basal firing is not affected, and thus, it might be useful to use

eArch3.0 to counter act the presumable increase in overall firing following tinnitus in-

duction, either through acute salicylate administration or noise trauma (review by Hayes

et al., 2014) and we aim to test this with behavioral studies using gap detection (first

described by Turner et al., 2006). Since animals with tinnitus do not show a decrease

in the acoustic startle reflex, this approach can be used to verify if it is possible to

inhibit tinnitus, or, more interestingly, to generate tinnitus behavior in normal-hearing

mice. In future experiments, more controls should be made to avoid "side effects" of

optogenetic stimulation/inhibition, as reviewed by Allen et al. (2015), specially regard-

ing to the duty cycle; and shape of green light pulse, which should be a decreasing

ramp in the end of the pulse instead of a square to avoid rebound action potentials

(spikes generated immediately after the light is off, although this effect was not present

in our data) (Allen et al., 2015). The behavioral experiments will allow us to test if the

tinnitus signal can be generated by increased activity in the DCN, and if so, one more
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piece in the jigsaw puzzle of tinnitus treatment would be put in place. As hypothesized

by Rauschecker et al. (2010), probably non-auditory structures are involved in chronic

tinnitus, therefore, a treatment would be extremely difficult to be elaborated. Thus, the

best chance to treat tinnitus would be eliminating it in the very beginning, while the

patient reports an occasional intermittent tinnitus; associated with preventive health

recommendations, advising people about how important an early tinnitus diagnosis is.

In other words, while tinnitus signal depends of the source, not affecting non-auditory

areas, it would be easier to elaborate a treatment focused on reestablishment of the

excitation/inhibition balance of the source, avoiding permanent modification in higher

areas.
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